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Abstract
The Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequality is a natural extension of the classical isoperimetric
inequality (Green and Osher in Asian J. Math. 3:659-676 1999). In this paper, we
establish some Bonnesen-style Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequalities and reverse
Bonnesen-style Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequalities. Those inequalities obtained are
extensions of known Bonnesen-style inequalities and reverse Bonnesen-style
inequalities.
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1 Introduction andmain results
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to considering convex bodies in the Euclidean planeR.
A set K is convex if, for any two points x, y ∈ K , the line segment xy joining x and y is
contained in K , that is,
( – t)x + ty ∈ K , ≤ t ≤ .
A compact convex set with non-empty interior is called a convex body. A convex body
without corner points and line segments on the boundary is called an oval body.
Let K ,W be two convex bodies and t ∈ R, the Minkowski addition K +W of K and W
is
K +W = {x + y : x ∈ K , y ∈W },
and the scalar multiplication tK of K is
tK = {tx : x ∈ K}.
The convex bodies K and W are homothetic if K = x + tW with some t >  and some
x ∈R.
Being of considerable interest, for example, in studying the growth of crystals, theWulﬀ
ﬂow originated from the unit-speed outward normal ﬂow. Given a planar convex domain
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K of area AK and perimeter LK , by growing in the unit-speed along the direction of the
outward normal, the area of the corresponding domain, which is denoted by AK (t), is a
polynomial in t, which is known as the Steiner polynomial, that is,
AK (t) = AK + LKt + π t. ()
The discriminant of AK (t) =  is
(K) = LK – πAK .
(K) is the isoperimetric deﬁcit of K , which is non-negative by the following classical
isoperimetric inequality:
LK – πAK ≥ , ()
where the equality holds if and only if K is a disc. One can ﬁnd some simpliﬁed and beau-
tiful proofs of () that lead to generalizations to higher dimensions and applications to
other branches of mathematics (cf. [–]).
During the s, Bonnesen proved a series of inequalities of the form
LK – πAK ≥ BK , ()
where BK is a non-negative geometric invariant and vanishes only when K is a disc. The
inequality of the form () is known as the Bonnesen-style inequality, and the typical one
was proved by Bonnesen himself (cf. [, ]):
LK – πAK ≥ π(R – r), ()
where R and r are the radius of the minimum circumscribed disc and the radius of the
maximum inscribed disc of K , respectively.
Many BK s were found in the last century, and mathematicians are still working on those
unknown isoperimetric deﬁcit lower limits of geometric signiﬁcance. For more details,
see references [, –].
If instead K grows by varying the outward normal speed to be a function pW (θ ) of the
direction of the unit normal, one has the Wulﬀ ﬂow. The area of the domain when the
initial domainK is convex and the function pW (θ ) is a support function of the convex body
W with area AW is a polynomial in t in this ﬂow, called theWulﬀ-Steiner polynomial, that
is (cf. []),
AK ,W (t) = AK + LK ,Wt +AWt, ()
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where ∂K is the boundary of K , and s is the arc length parameter of ∂K . The discriminant
of AK ,W (t) =  is deﬁned as the Wulﬀ isoperimetric deﬁcit (cf. []):
W (K) = LK ,W – AKAW . ()
When domainW is a unit disc, theWulﬀ isoperimetric deﬁcitW (K) is the isoperimetric
deﬁcit of K .
Let
rW = max{t|some translate of tW is contained in K}
and
RW = min{t|some translate of tW contains K}
be the W-inradius and W-outradius of K , respectively. It is obvious that  < rW ≤ RW .
If W is the unit disc, then rW and RW are, respectively, the radius of the maximum in-
scribed disc and the radius of the minimum circumscribed disc of K .
We ﬁrst prove the following Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequality:
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ , ()
where the equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic. Then we consider the
inequality of the form
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ BW (K), ()
where BW (K) is an invariant of geometric signiﬁcance ofK andW and vanishes only when
K and W are homothetic. The inequality of type () is called the Bonnesen-style Wulﬀ
isoperimetric inequality. Its reverse form, that is,
LK ,W – AKAW ≤UW (K), ()
is called the reverse Bonnesen-style Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequality. Here UW (K) is an in-
variant of K andW . We hope that UW (K) vanishes only when K andW are homothetic.
Our main results are the following.
Theorem  Let K ,W be two oval bodies inR with areas AK and AW , respectively. Let rW ,
RW be, respectively, the W-inradius and W-outradius of K . Then
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ AW (RW – rW ) + (AWRW +AWrW – LK ,W ), ()
LK ,W – AKAW ≥
AKAW (RW – rW )
RWrW




Each equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic.
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Theorem Let K ,W be two oval bodies inR with areas AK and AW , respectively. Let rW ,
RW be, respectively, the W-inradius and W-outradius of K . Then
LK ,W – AKAW ≤ AWLK ,W (RW – rW ), ()



















Each equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic.
2 Preliminaries
The support function pK (u) of the convex body K is deﬁned by
pK (u) = max{x · u|x ∈ K},
where u ∈ S. For simplicity, we replace pK (u) by pK . For two convex bodies K ,W , we have
pW ≤ pK if and only if W ⊆ K . ()
If the support functions of the convex bodies K ,W are denoted by pK ,pW , respectively,
and t, t ∈R, then the support function of tK + tW is tpK + tpW .
The image of the convex bodyK at time t ≥  under the normal ﬂow having speed pW (u)
(the Wulﬀ ﬂow associated toW ) is K + tW .

























pK dθ . ()
Proposition  (Poincaré lemma []) Let f be a function on [,a] whose ﬁrst derivative is
square integrable and such that










f (x) dx, ()







f (x) dx. ()
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Inequality () holds as an equality if and only if
f = c sin(πx/a)
for some constant c.
3 Bonnesen-style Wulff isoperimetric inequalities
To prove our main results, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma  Let K ,W be two convex bodies in R. Let pK (θ ) and pW (θ ) be support functions
of K and W , respectively. If W ⊆ K such that pW (θ ) = pK (θ ), θ ∈ [θ, θ + π ] for some θ,
then there exist  >  and v ∈ S such that W +  · v⊂ K .
Proof Choose vectors u, v ∈ S corresponding to angles θ , θ + π , respectively. If θ ∈
[θ, θ + π ]c, the complement of [θ, θ + π ], since the angle between u and v is strictly
greater than π , hence u · v < . By (), we have
pW+·v(u) = pW (u) + (u · v) < pK (u) ()
for  > .
If θ ∈ [θ, θ + π ], since pW (θ ) = pK (θ ) when θ ∈ [θ, θ + π ] andW ⊆ K , we have
pW (u) < pK (u).
For  >  small enough, we have
pW+·v(u) = pW (u) + (u · v) < pK (u). ()
Hence
pW+·v(u) < pK (u),
for all u ∈ S, that is,W +  · v⊂ K . 
Lemma  Let K ,W be two oval bodies in R. Let rW , RW be, respectively, the W-inradius
and W-outradius of K . Then the equation AK ,W (t) =  has two roots t, t such that
t ≤ –RW ≤ –rW ≤ t < . ()
Each inequality in () holds as an equality if and only if K and W are homothetic. In
particular, when rW ≤ t ≤ RW ,
AK ,W (–t)≤ . ()
Inequality () is strict whenever rW < t < RW .When t = rW or t = RW , equality will occur
in () if and only if K and W are homothetic.
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Proof There is at least one point where ∂(rWW ) is tangent to ∂K for θ ∈ [θ, θ + π ] with
all θ. If the conclusion fails, that is, there exists θ such that prWW (θ ) = pK (θ ) for θ ∈
[θ, θ + π ], choose the vector v corresponding to the angle θ + π . By Lemma , if we
move rWW by v for  >  small enough, then rWW +  · v continues to lie in the interior of
K and has no points of tangency. This contradicts the maximality of rW .
By integration by parts we have





(pK – rWpW )
(




























) dθ . ()
Let θ, θ, . . . , θN be points where ∂(rWW ) are tangent to ∂K . We can break up the right-
hand side of () into integrals over the intervals [θi, θi+] ( ≤ i ≤ N – ). Since every set
[θ , θ + π ] contains a point where rWW is tangent to K , we have
θi+ – θi ≤ π .
Let
f = pK – rWpW ,
then
f (θi) = 
at each point of tangency. Applying inequality () in the Poincaré lemma, we have
AK ,W (–rW )≤ , ()
where the equality holds if and only if












= pK – rWpW ≥ 
for all θ . This leads to
c = ,
that is, K andW are homothetic. In a similar way, we have
AK ,W (–RW )≤ , ()
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where the equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic. Thus the equation
AK ,W (t) =  has two roots t, t, and
t + t = –
LK ,W
AW





t < , t < .
Therefore
t ≤ –RW ≤ –rW ≤ t.
In particular, according to (), when rW ≤ t ≤ RW , we have
AK ,W (–t)≤ .
If rW < t < RW , then t < –t < t. Inequality () is strict. Therefore, equality occurs in ()
only when t = rW or t = RW , that is, K andW are homothetic. Lemma  is proved. 
Remark Inequality () has been mentioned in Green and Osher’s work (cf. []) without
proof. For general convex bodies, Luo, Xu andZhou [] have also obtained inequality ()
by the integral geometry method. However, it is diﬃcult to obtain the equality condition
of inequality () for general convex bodies. Via the method of convex geometric analysis,
a complete proof of inequality () with equality condition is given in [].
By () or (), the suﬃcient condition for root existence of equation AK ,W (t) =  is that
the discriminant of AK ,W (t) =  is non-negative. We obtain the following Wulﬀ isoperi-
metric inequality.
Corollary  Let K ,W be two oval bodies in R with areas AK ,AW , then
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ ,
the equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic.
Proof of Theorem  By inequalities (), (), we have, respectively,
AK – LK ,WrW +AWrW ≤ , ()
AK – LK ,WRW +AWRW ≤ . ()
Then inequalities (), () can be, respectively, rewritten as
–AKAW ≥ AWrW – LK ,WrWAW ,
–AKAW ≥ AWRW – LK ,WRWAW .
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Therefore, we have
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ LK ,W + AWrW + AWRW – LK ,WrWAW – LK ,WRWAW
= AWrW +AWRW – AWrWRW + LK ,W +AWrW +AWRW
+ AWrWRW – LK ,WrWAW – LK ,WRWAW
= AW (RW – rW ) + (AWRW +AWrW – LK ,W ),
where the equality holds if and only if the equalities of (), () hold, that is, K and W
are homothetic. This proves inequality ().
Inequalities (), () can also be rewritten, respectively, as follows:
LK ,WrW ≥ AWrW +AK ,
LK ,WRW ≥ AWRW +AK .
Therefore
LK ,WrWRW – AKAWrWRW ≥ AWrWRW +AKAWrW +AKAWRW +AK
– AKAWrWRW
= AKAW (RW – rW ) + (RWrWAW –AK ).
Hence, we have
LK ,W – AKAW ≥
AKAW (RW – rW )
RWrW




where the equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic. Inequality () is
proved. 
LetW be the unit disc, then LK ,W = LK , AW = π . Therefore we have the following.
Corollary  Let K be an oval body in R with area AK and perimeter LK . Let r and R
be, respectively, the radius of the maximum inscribed disc and the radius of the minimum
circumscribed disc of K . Then
LK – πAK ≥ π(R – r) + (πR + πr – LK ), ()
LK – πAK ≥




Each equality holds if and only if K is a disc.
It should be noted that () is obtained in [], which is stronger than the Bonnesen
isoperimetric inequality ().
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4 Reverse Bonnesen-style Wulff isoperimetric inequalities
To prove reverse Bonnesen-style Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequalities in Theorem , we need
the following Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequalities.
Lemma  Let K ,W be two oval bodies in R with areas AK and AW . Let rW , RW be, re-
spectively, the W-inradius and W-outradius of K . Then




≤ LK ,WAW ≤ RW , ()
AK
AWRW








Each equality holds if and only if K and W are homothetic.
Proof The Wulﬀ isoperimetric inequality
LK ,W – AKAW ≥ 







≤ LK ,WAW . ()
Each inequality holds as an equality if and only if K andW are homothetic. Recalling (),

















By the deﬁnition of rW , we have
rWpW ≤ pK
for all θ , which leads to
rWLK ,W ≤ AK ,
that is,
rW ≤ AKLK ,W , ()
where the equality holds if and only if rWpW = pK for all θ , that is,K andW are homothetic.
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pW + pW ′′
)




≤ RW , ()
where the equality holds if and only if RWpW = pK for all θ , that is, K andW are homoth-
etic.
By (), () and (), we have




≤ LK ,WAW ≤ RW .
Inequalities () are proved.
Inequalities (), () can, respectively, be rewritten as
AK
AWRW




Together with () and the above inequalities, inequalities () follow. 
Proof of Theorem  By inequalities (), we have
AWLK ,WrW ≤ AKAW ≤ LK ,W ≤ AWLK ,WRW , ()
then
LK ,W – AKAW ≤ AWLK ,WRW – AWLK ,WrW = AWLK ,W (RW – rW ),
where the equality holds if and only if each equality of () holds, that is, K and W are
homothetic. This is inequality ().
By inequalities (), we have
AKLK ,WRW















where the equality holds if and only if each equality of () holds, then K and W are ho-
mothetic. This is inequality ().
By () and (), we obtain
AKLK ,WRW
≤ AKAW ≤ LK ,W ≤ AWLK ,WRW ,
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then




According to the equality conditions of () and (), the equality holds for () if and only
if K andW are homothetic. This gives inequality ().
By () and () again, we get





LK ,W – AKAW ≤
AKLK ,W
rW
– AWLK ,WrW .
From the equality conditions of () and () again, the equality of () holds if and only
if K andW are homothetic. This gives inequality (). Theorem  is proved. 
LetW be a unit disc. Direct consequences of Theorem  are as follows.
Corollary  Let K be an oval body in R with area AK and perimeter LK . Let r and R
be, respectively, the radius of the maximum inscribed disc and the radius of the minimum
circumscribed disc of K . Then
LK – πAK ≤ πLK (R – r), ()

















Each equality holds if and only if K is a disc.
The reverse Bonnesen-style inequality () is obtained by Bokowski, Heil, Zhou, Ma and
Xu (cf. [, ]).
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